
Hopes for
the next decade
Lets hope the next 10 years will match the historical changes
the past decade brought along

A S this column is being written
itit is still 2009 barely a day
i kbefore the world entersthe
second decade of the second millen
nium and the past 10 years have
flowed past super fast packed with
many changes of historical propor
tion
We saw the fall ofEuropean based

communism following the fall of the
Berlin Wall the advent ofthe mobile
phone the boom of the ICT world
and burst of the dotcoms We also
saw the first black man being elected
as the US President and the many
new diseases like SARS Nipah and
H1N1
Besides the new sicknesses the

past 10 years also recorded many
human made failures we have
damaged the planet even more war
still rages in the Middle East and
worse of all we still have not found
a cure for AIDS or cancer these two
failures must be recorded as the big
gest letdown ofmankind
We in Malaysia have also seen

amazing changes in all ways from
politics to social changes and eco
nomic uncertainty After all we had
three Prime Ministers within the
past 10 years after having the same
old one for the previous 22
However as this my first com

mentary of the year in this column
on the very first day of the new dec
ade I have decided to look at what
can be for the next 10 years
This is not me predicting the

future but rather what I hope
Malaysia and the rest of the world
can be then
Hopefully when someone comes

along and retook at this article in the
future he would at best call my writ

ing prophetic and at worse have a
good laugh
This is after all written with

tongue in cheek
For the purpose of easy reading I

will dividemy foretelling in terms of
sectors and then finally Malaysia
Telecommunications
It s the year 2020 and there are

just 10 Telcos in the world two in
the US one in South and Central
Americas three in Europe and four
in Asia But the Telcos are also the
biggest companies in the world and
own all forms of communication
business ranging from Internet serv
ice newspapers to TV networks and
movie studios
Apple Inc now owns Sony Verizon

and Disney Studio Steve Jobs was
sacked after he tried to prevent the
company from venturing into the
movie business in 2014 However
he was rehired in 2016 when Apple
had to fight off a takeover bid by
Rupert Murdoch
Microsoft now owned by the

Google Yahoo group and the biggest
company in the world carried out a
midnight raid on Murdoch s news
group and now owns half of the
newspapers and TV stations in the
world
Hand or cellular phones are no

longer the fad because of free
Internet service provided by all
Governments and everyone uses
Internet based communication
Apple and Samsung now make styl
ish voice and data devices that are
connected to various accessories like
watches and spectacles
Media
Google Yahoo spends the whole

decade fighting the US Congress and

EU anti monopoly authorities as
they bought up over 5 000 newspa
per titles which are no longer profit
able but have got huge archives
Newspapers in the year 2020 are

seen as a luxury item Those news
papers that are still profitable makes

huge amount of money because
advertising rates and cover prices
are 10 times that of the price in
2009

Only the elite read the printed
version but most newspapers have
become media and content provid
ers Most readers do so online from
their fancy Apple or Samsung prod
ucts Samsung is now owned by
Huawei of China the third biggest
company in the world
Environment
Icebergs were spotted sailing past

Singapore in 2019 as the world tem
perature continues to climb despite
all countries adhering to the Global
Environment Agreement which they
all signed at the COP 18 conference
in Dakka Nigeria
The most powerful figure in the

United Nation is the chief climate
change negotiator who the secre
taiy general now reports to
Companies like Exxon Shell and

Petronas have shrunk in importance
since all countries in 2018 made fuel
combustion engine vehicles illegal
and all car companies had been sell
ing only hydrogen battery powered
ones

Airlines have been given until
2030 to get rid of the jet engines
and replace them with more effi

cient hydrogen powered ones
Diseases
There is still no cure for Aids and

cancer but plenty for any types of
influenza Every year a new type of
flu is discovered but big pharmaceu
tical companies keep finding new
vaccinations which Governments
continue to pay billions for them
But word has it Apple is thinking

of buying Pfizer which recorded
more profits than Apple in 2019
Global politics
Barack Obama failed to win the

Democratic nomination to re con
test the race for the US Presidency in
2012
The Democrats instead nominated
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Hilary Clinton after polls in 2011
showed Obama had the lowest rat
ing for a sitting president in history
after he failed to get US soldiers out
of Iraq Iran and Afghanistan
Clinton wins the US Presidency

against the Republican s also female
choice of Sara Palin on Nov 6 2012
In 2016 Clinton was re elected

but she still have not got the troops
out ofAfghanistan although they are
no longer in Iraq or Iran
Vladimir Putin was elected as

Russian president after the constitu
tion was changed to allow him to do
so

China and Taiwan has concluded
talks on an economic merger and
agreed that a political merger would
be discussed over the next decade
Malaysia
The 2013 general election ended

up with a hung parliament with no

coalition having a proper majority
Barisan National and Pakatan Rakyat
agree to form a national government

until a new Election Commission is
constituted which would then
organise a fresh general election
The commission is not formed

until 2016 and the 10th general
election in 2018 also saw a hung
parliament and the two coalitions
agreed to another national govern
ment
A new election is not due until

2022
The main issue in the past two

elections was not corruption or
democracy as widely expected but
the economy
Ten years of weak government

despite a national one have caused
many investors local and foreign to
flee to Vietnam which had continu
ous double digit growth in the past
five years
A new issue cropped up in the

2018 election when the new
Election Commission announced
that the number ofvoters had fallen
to just seven million because more
than one million Malaysians a year

had migrated since the 9th general
election
Latest figure showed that the pop

ulation had shrunk to just over 20
million from the height of27million
in 2011
These predictions are going to

get me lots of hate mail I am sure
but like I said most of it is written
with tongue in cheek and should
be taken in the spirit that it is writ
ten 1 may sound pessimistic in my
foretelling and maybe deep down
inside I hope I am wrong in most of
them
However all of this may be just

conjecture if the Mayan calendar is
correct the apocalypse could just
come on Dec 21 2012 which means
we have less than two years to go

Deputy Executive Editor Wong Sai
Wan is in a pensive and thoughtful
mood not because it is the end of the
year but because he is making his
third genuine attempt to give up ciga
rettes
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